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Authors Unable to Attend

Cleveland Hayes (with Brenda Juarez)

Jeffrey Kahan
Bettymania and the Birth of Celebrity Culture
Associated University Presses (2010)

Teri McMurtry-Chubb

Jack Meek (with Christopher Koliba and Asim Zia)
Governance Networks in Public Administration and Public Policy. CRC Press (2010)

Carol Roberts
The dissertation journey: A practical and comprehensive guide to planning, writing, & defending your dissertation
Corwin,a SAGE Company (2nd ed., 2010)

Nancy Walker (with T.W. Bean and B. Dillard)
When the textbook falls short: New ways, new texts, new sources of information in the content areas. Heinemann (2010)
PROGRAM

Devorah Leiberman ............................................. 11:10
Welcome and congratulations

Gabriela Căprăoiu (with Omar Lara) ...................... 11:15
La piedra habla: antología poética (translation of Lucian

William Cook ................................................... 11:20
Palgrave Macmillan (2010)

Juanda Daniel and Kevin Marshall ............................ 11:25

Glenn Gamst, Chris Liang, & Aghop Der-Karabetian .... 11:30

Margaret Glick .................................................... 11:35
The Instructional Leader and the Brain: Using Neuroscience to Inform Practice. Corwin (2011)

Reed Gratz .......................................................... 11:40
American Music: compositions by Reed Gratz
Tempodulu Music Productions (2012)

Tom Harvey .......................................................... 11:45
The Character Compass. AmericaPublish (2010)
Tom Harvey (with Elizabeth Broyles)

Andrea Labinger ................................................... 11:50
Death as a Side Effect (translation of Ana Maria Shua’s La muerte como efecto secundario). University of Nebraska (2010)
Friends of Mine (translation of Ángela Pradelli’s novel)
Latin American Literary Review Press (2012)

Ashley Lipson (with Robert Brain) ............................ 11:55
Computer and Video Game Law

Jonathan Reed (with Jeffrey Brodd), editor ............... 12:00
Rome and Religion: A Cross-Disciplinary Dialogue on the
Imperial Cult. Society of Biblical Literature (2011)

Adrián Velázquez Vázquez ...................................... 12:05
Redes Sociales de los Migrantes Mexicanos: Un Análisis sobre la Exclusión Social en los Estados Unidos de América.
Universidad Autónoma de Sinaloa (2011)

Book Chapters

Denise Kennedy (with Brenda Volling & Lisa Jackey) ...... 12:10
“The Development of Sibling Jealousy,” in Sybil Hart and

Jason Neidleman ................................................... 12:13
"'Par le bon usage de ma liberté’": freedom and Rousseau’s reconstituted Christianity,” in Christie McDonald and Stanley

Hector Delgado ....................................................... 12:17
“Labor and Labor Movements,” in David Brunsma, Keri Smith,
and Brian Gran, eds., The Handbook of Sociology and Human Rights (2012)

Marcia Godwin ..................................................... 12:20
“California Senate Race (Fiorina v. Boxer): The Great Demo
cratic Exception in a Republican Year,” in Sean Foreman and
Robert Dewhirst, eds., The Roads to Congress 2010 (2012)

Laura Hyatt ........................................................... 12:23
“The Dynamic Narrative Approach,” in David Boje and Ken
Baskin, eds., Dance to the Music of Story: Understanding Human Behavior through the Integration of Storytelling and
Complexity Thinking (2011)

Kenneth Marcus ................................................... 12:28
“Immigration and Modernism: Arnold Schoenberg and the Los Angeles Émigrés,” in Rocio Davis, Dorothea Fischer-Hornung,

Jolivette Mecenas .................................................. 12:31
"A Career of Acting ‘Ill-Mannered’: Jeffery Paul Chan on
Reviewing Textbooks for NCTE and Teaching Ethnic Studies
(Because it is Good for People)," in Samantha Blackmon,